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Abstract 
A main concern of this paper is a Cuny-Howard interpretation of intuitionistic linear logic. 
The induced functional programming language is extended with a fixpoint constant appropriate 
for the linear context, equipped with a call-by-value operational semantics, and given a sound 
and adequate categorical semantics. Concrete categories from (stable) domain theory satisfying 
the assumptions of the categorical model are given, and thus adequacy follows in these instances 
from the general result. We then use a concrete instance of the categorical adequacy result to 
give an unwinding theorem. 
1. Introduction 
Linear logic was discovered by Girard in 1987 and published in the now famous 
paper [8]. In the abstract of this paper, it is stated that “a completely new approach to 
the whole area between constructive logics and computer science is initiated”. Since 
then, a lot of work has been done to corroborate this claim. This paper deals with 
a Curry-Howard interpretation of the intuitionistic fragment of linear logic, the linear 
i-calculus, extended with a fixpoint constant appropriate for the linear context; a linear 
fixpoint constant. 
The plan is simple; we take the linear A-calculus extended with a linear fixpoint 
constant, equip it with an operational semantics, and give it a sound and adequate 
categorical semantics. The operational semantics is in Martin-Liif style with a call- 
by-value parameter passing strategy. The choice of operational semantics for certain 
terms is motivated by interpretation in an appropriate categorical model; this dictates 
in the case of terms of ! types evaluation rules which are different from the rules 
of [l]. We only ask for adequacy for closed terms of ground type. This enables us 
to mode1 convergence/divergence behaviour in a straightforward way that reflects the 
structure of the concrete categories which we want to be instances of the categorical 
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model, namely the category of CPOs and strict continuous functions and the category 
of d1 domains and linear stable functions. We will model convergence/divergence be- 
haviour by assuming that our categorical model is equipped with a map IA : I + A 
for each object A such that -LA; h =IB for any map h : A 4 B. The map IA will 
be the interpretation of any diverging closed term of type A. We do not expect to 
have an adequacy result for closed terms of any type because IA does not correspond 
to divergence at arbitrary higher types in our concrete categories. To model recursion 
categorically we will use a linear version of the notion of a rational Cartesian closed 
category, [2], which induces a categorical equivalent of the linear fixpoint constant. The 
above-mentioned concrete categories satisfy the assumptions of the categorical model, 
and thus adequacy follows for these categories from the general result. We only deal 
with the (@,I, -, !) fragment of intuitionistic linear logic in the paper presented here; 
but the definitions and results can be extended with additives in a straightforward way. 
Also numerals can be added. This is dealt with in [6] from an axiomatic point of 
view. 
We provide two concrete models of the linear L-calculus with recursion, namely the 
category of CPOs and strict continuous functions and the category of d1 domains and 
linear stable functions. Note that the assumption of having a map _LA : I + A for each 
object A such that 1~;h ==IB for any map h : A --+ B amounts to strictness of the maps 
of the categorical model, so the category of CPOs and continuous functions as well as 
the category of d1 domains and stable functions are non-examples of a model of the 
linear &calculus with recursion as we define it. We use the concrete instance of the 
categorical adequacy result in the category of CPOs and strict continuous functions to 
give an unwinding theorem, which is a purely syntactic result expressing how a fixpoint 
constant is related to its unwindings. 
In [l l] it is shown that a Cartesian closed category with finite sums and fixpoint 
operators is inconsistent, that is, it is equivalent to the category consisting of one 
object and one arrow. But the category of CPOs and strict continuous functions, as 
well as the category of dI domains and linear stable functions, are consistent linear 
categories with finite sums and linear fixpoint operators; so the presence of linear 
fixpoint operators in a linear category is consistent with the presence of finite sums. 
Thus, the inconsistency of recursion with this standard construct vanish when we go 
to a linear context, which is in accordance with [20]. 
In [7] another approach to a categorical semantics for a functional language with 
recursion is taken. The starting point here is a categorical notion of partial maps put 
forward in [ 17,221. This is used to give an adequate categorical semantics to FPC, 
which is the &calculus with sums and recursive types equipped with an operational 
semantics. Here adequacy is shown for closed terms of any type. A comparison with 
our approach shows that they obtain a stronger result, namely adequacy at higher 
types, at the expense of having to use a technically involved categorical notion of 
partial maps. 
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2. A linear functional language 
2.1. The Curry-Howard isomorphism 
The original Curry-Howard isomorphism relates the I-calculus to intuitionistic logic, 
[lo]. It says that types can be viewed as formulas, typable terms of the A-calculus as 
proofs, and reduction of terms as normalisation of proofs. The point is that proof-rules 
for intuitionistic logic can be “decorated” with terms such that the term induced by 
a proof encodes the proof. 
The present paper deals with an analogous correspondence between intuitionistic 
linear logic and the linear A-calculus. Historically, the linear I-calculus was discov- 
ered as a term language to decorate proof-rules for intuitionistic linear logic, but it 
can be considered as a programming language independently of its historical roots. 
The proof-rules will then appear as typing rules. We then get the Cum-Howard iso- 
morphism as follows: Given a proof of the sequent Ai,. . . ,A, t B in intuitionistic 
linear logic, that is, a proof of the formula B on assumptions Al,. . , , A,,, one can in- 
ductively construct a derivation of a sequent xi : Al,. . . ,x,, : A, t- t : B in the linear 
i-calculus, that is, a term t of type B with free variables xi,. . . ,x, of respective types 
Al , . . . , A,. Conversely, if one has a derivable sequent xi : Al,. . .,x, : A, t t : B in the 
linear A-calculus, there is an easy way to get a proof of Al,. . . , A, k B in intuitionistic 
linear logic; erase all variables and terms in the derivation of the type assignment. 
The two processes are each other’s inverses modulo renaming of variables. Proof-rules 
for intuitionistic linear logic in natural deduction style are given in Fig. 1 and the 
linear A-calculus is formally introduced below. In the present paper we will not be 
concerned with the calculus obtained by allowing reductions of terms corresponding 
to arbitrary steps in normalisation of proofs; this is dealt with in details in [4], in- 
stead we will equip the linear I-calculus with an operational semantics in Martin-Liif 
style. 
2.2. The linear ;l-calculus with recursion 
We shall now consider the linear A-calculus with recursion which is a programming 
language consisting of a Curry-Howard interpretation of intuitionistic linear logic ex- 
tended with recursion, appropriate for the linear context, where the usual reduction rules 
are replaced by a Martin-Liif style operational semantics [16]. So the linear A-calculus 
with recursion is essentially a linear version of (a fragment of) PCF [23,27]. The 
first operational semantics for a Curry-Howard interpretation of intuitionistic linear 
logic was introduced in [I], and recursion was added in [15]. Types are given by the 
grammar 
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- Axiom 
AtA 
r,A,B,AtC 
r,B,A,AtC 
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At-I rtA 
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r,AtA@B 
81 
r,Atc BE 
r,AtB At-A--B AkA 
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-1 
A,AtB 
-E 
rl t!Al, ,lY, t!A, !A ,,.... !A, t B 
!I 
A t!B 
r,, . . . . r,, t!B 
- Dereliction 
AI-B 
A t!A r,!A,!At B ht!A rtB 
Contraction 
T,AtB r,AtB 
Weakening 
Fig. 1. Intuitionistic linear logic. 
and terms by the grammar 
t ::= x/ 
* ) let t be * in t 1 t 8 t 1 let t be x @ y in t 1 
#LxA . t 1 tt I 
promote t,. . . , t for xl,. . . ,x,, in t I derelict(t) I 
discard t in t I copy t as x, y in t ( 
where x is a variable, and t,. . . , t denotes a sequence of n occurrences of t. We need 
a convention dealing with substitution: If a term v together with n terms ~1,. . . , u, 
and n pairwise distinct variables xl,. . . ,x, are given, then v[u~, . . . , u,/x~, . . . ,x,1 denotes 
the term v where simultaneously the terms ~1,. . . , u, have been substituted for free 
occurrences of the variables x1, . . . , x, such that bound variables in u have been renamed 
to avoid capture of free variables of the terms ~1,. . . , u,,. Occasionally, a list ~1,. . . , u, 
of n terms will be denoted i7 and a list x1 , . . .,x, of n pairwise distinct variables will 
be denoted X. We also need a convention concerning an “inverse” to substitution: If 
terms u and u are given together with a variable x, then u[x/u] denotes the term u 
where inductively all occurrences of the term u have been replaced by the variable x. 
It is clear that if x does not occur in v and none of the free variables of u occur bound 
in u[x/u], then v[x/u][u/x] = u. 
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x:Akx:A 
F’,x:A,y:B,Atu:C 
r,y:B,x:A,Aku:C 
Atw: I I’Fu:A 
k * : I r, A t let w be * in u : A 
rtu:A Atv:B At-w:A@B l-,x:A,y:Btu:C 
l?,Atu@v:A@B r, A k let w be z @ y in u : C 
r,x:iltu:B AEf:AdB Al-u:A 
r t Xz”.u : A -B &Al-fu:B 
rI t w, :!A1, , r,, t co, :!A, x1 :!Al, . . . . 2, :!A,, k u : L3 
r,, . . . . r,, t promote wl, . . . . w, for x1, . . . . z, in u :!B 
At u :!B 
At derelict(u) : B 
A t w :!.4 I-, z :!A, y :!A t u : B At-:!. l-tu:B 
r, A t copy w as 5, y in u : B r, A t discard w in u : B 
tQRa:A t Ya :!(!A --ci A) - A 
Fig. 2. Type assignment rules. 
Rules for assignment of types to terms are given in Fig. 2. Type assignments have 
the form of sequents 
xl :A,,...,x,,:A,,ku:B 
where XI , . . .,x, are pairwise distinct variables. Note that the definition of sequents 
implicitly restricts use of the rules. For example, it is not possible to use the EJI rule 
if the contexts r and A have common variables. It can be shown by induction in the 
derivation of the type assignment that 
W(u) = {x,, . .. ,x,}. 
It can furthermore be shown by induction in the derivation of the type assignment that 
every free variable of the term u occurs exactly once. The terms together with the 
typing rules for the fragment corresponding to intuitionistic linear logic is called the 
linear A-calculus, and the extension with the linear fixpoint operator is called the linear 
/l-calculus with recursion. Note that the linear I-calculus is identical to the calculus 
given in [3]. 
The derivation of a type assignment is essentially unique (which is the essence of 
the Cuny-Howard isomorphism). 
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Lemma 1. IJ‘ the sequent Z t u : A is derivable, then for any derivable sequent 
Z’ t u : B, where the context Z’ is a permutation of the context Z, we have A = B. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of r t u : A. q 
Proposition 2. Zf the sequent Z t- u : A is derivable, then the jirst rule instance above 
the sequent which is d@erent from an instance of the Exchange rule is uniquely 
determined up to permutation of assumptions. 
Proof. Use Lemma 1 to check each case. 0 
Lemma 3 (Substitution Property). rf the sequents Z t- u : A and A,x : A, A t v : B 
are derivable and the variables in Z and A, A are pairwise distinct, then the sequent 
A, Z, A t [u/x] : B is also derivable. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of A,x : A, A k v : B. 0 
2.3. A problem with the introduction rule for ! 
Seen from a historical point if view, the choice of term corresponding to the rule 
for introduction of ! has been problematic. In [l] the first Curry-Howard interpretation 
of intuitionistic linear logic was published. Here the rules are given in Gentzen style, 
named after the discoverer of a similar system of proof-rules for classical logic. No 
natural deduction formulations was discovered at that time. In Gentzen style, we only 
have introduction rules. A connective can be introduced on both sides of the sequent, 
in opposition to natural deduction style, where we can either eliminate a connective, 
or introduce it on the right-hand side. The !1 rule of the natural deduction formulation 
corresponds to the !R rule given below of the Gentzen formulation. Now, the Gentzen 
style system enjoys the substitution property simply because it is a rule of the system, 
namely the so-called Cut rule. In [l] the !R rule is decorated with terms as follows: 
x1 :!Al,...,x, :!A, t u: A 
!R 
xl :!A,, . . ,x, :!A, t!u :!A 
A problem with this way of decorating the !R rule with terms was pointed out in 
[25]. It is as follows: The Cut rule together with !R, decorated with terms as above, 
forces the categorical model corresponding to the system to collapse. The ! modality 
is interpreted as a functor, and the two rules together would force ! to be isomorphic 
to !!. The problem is that a given sequent decorated with terms can have several 
derivations, and they all ought to give rise to the same categorical interpretation. The 
presence of Cut gives us two different interpretations of the same sequent unless ! g! ! 
in a canonical way. 
In 1992 this was remedied by the authors of [3], and by the author of this paper, 
by changing the decoration of the ! R rule with terms in an appropriate way, and by 
discovering a natural deduction formulation equivalent to the Gentzen style formulation 
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of intuitionistic linear logic (the natural deduction formulation known at that time [15] 
did not possess that property). This work settled the question of how to interpret 
intuitionistic linear logic via a Curry-Howard isomorphism. The new decoration of !R 
is as follows: 
x1 :!A1,...,xn :!A, E U :A 
!R. 
=I :!A1 ,..., z, :!A, k promote zi ,..., z, for xi ,..., xn in u :!A 
The new rule can coexist with Cut without collapsing the model, and the derivations 
that with the old term decoration ended with identical sequents, now ends with different 
sequents because the induced terms are different. The new natural deduction formulation 
of intuitionistic linear logic is the one given in Fig. 1. The !I rule, corresponding to 
the above mentioned !R, is decorated with terms as follows: 
r, t- wi :!A1 )...) r, E w, :!A, x1 :!A1 )...) x, :!A, t- U : A 
!,. 
r,,..., r, t- promote WI,. . . , wn for xl,. . .,x, in u :!A 
We obtain the typing rules of the linear A-calculus as given in Fig. 2 by decorating all 
the rules of the natural deduction formulation of intuitionistic linear logic appropriately 
with terms. If we take the Gentzen style formulation of intuitionistic linear logic and 
decorate it with terms as originally done in [l], except that we pick the new decoration 
of the !R rule, cf. the discussion above, we get a system equivalent to the linear 
i,-calculus. 
2.4. Operational semantics 
We will now give a call-by-value operational semantics for the linear I-calculus with 
recursion in Martin-LGf style. 
Definition 4. A canonical term is a closed term of one of the forms 
* d@e Ax. 2.4 promote cl,. ,c, for xi,. . . ,x, in u 
where d,e,q ,..., c, are canonical terms. 
Let T be the set of closed terms, and C the set of canonical terms. The evaluation 
rules in Fig. 3 induces a relation JJ c T x C, which is called the evaluation relation. 
Given a closed term U, we will write u J.l iff there exists a term c such that u JJ c. 
It can be shown that the evaluation rules for the linear ;l-calculus can be matched 
by /?-reductions in the sense that if u JJ c then the term v reduces to the canonical 
form c. So the operational semantics has a clear logical content, cf. the Curry-Howard 
interpretation. 
The choice of call-by-value evaluation strategy for terms of tensor product type @ 
and exponential type 4 is arbitrary in the sense that a call-by-name evaluation strategy 
would not change the soundness and adequacy results of this paper. This entails that the 
choice of evaluation strategy for these types does not affect the observable behaviour 
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wU* uuc 
*u* let w be * in u JJ c 
f J,L xx.v u U_ d v[d/x] J.! c 
xx.u & xx.u 
fu u c 
WI u Cl> ... >W,UC, 
promote W for Z in u JL promote C for T in u 
u & promote F for Z in u u[c/z] IJ c 
derelict(u) & c 
Y 6 Xf.copy f as 9, h in (derelict(y)prornote /I for k in (Yk)) 
Fig. 3. Eager operational semantics. 
of a term; this is elaborated on in [6]. The choice of evaluation rules for the remaining 
part of the linear A-calculus with recursion is, however, well motivated by interpretation 
in an appropriate categorical model. This is elaborated below. 
l The operational semantics involving terms of ! types is motivated by the follow- 
ing considerations: The evaluation rules for the terms taking care of copying and 
discarding, that is, the terms 
copy w as x, y in u discard w in u 
have to give rise to a sound interpretation. Semantically, only maps of coalgebras 
can be copied or discarded in general, so to obtain soundness we have to restrict 
copying and discarding to terms of ! types whose interpretations indeed are maps 
of coalgebras. But the interpretation of a canonical term of ! type will always be 
a map of coalgebras when it is defined to be a closed term of the form 
promote cl,. . . ,c, for x1,. , .,x, in u 
where et,... ,c,, are canonical terms. We thus obtain a sound interpretation by re- 
stricting copying and discarding to canonical terms, 
choice of evaluation rules: 
w&d ~ra’>~/~,vluc wJJd U.&C 
copy w as x, y in u JJ. c discard w in u .lJ c 
which amounts to the following 
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In [l] another choice of evaluation rules for the terms taking care of copying and 
discarding is made, namely the following: 
u[w, w/x, Yl u c uuc 
copy w asx,y in uIJc discard w in u J. c 
But in the presence of diverging terms the second of these evaluation rules is not 
sound. For example, we have 
discard Q in * JJ * 
but the interpretation of the left-hand side term is equal to I, whereas the interpre- 
tation of the right-hand-side term is equal to idl. 
Also the way to introduce recursion is motivated by interpretation in an appro- 
priate categorical model. The interpretation of (the evaluation rule for) the linear 
fixpoint constant correspond to the interpretation of (the evaluation rule for) the 
standard fixpoint constant of the ,I-calculus in the induced Kleisli category. This 
is consistent with syntactic notions in the sense that the linear fixpoint constant is 
the image under the Girard translation of the fixpoint constant the A-calculus, and 
moreover, the evaluation rule for the linear fixpoint constant is essentially the im- 
age under the Girard translation of the evaluation rule for the fixpoint constant the 
jti-calculus. 
The operational semantics enjoys the following properties. 
Proposition 5 (Subject Reduction). If u is a closed term of type A and u .I) c then 
c is of type A too. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of u J,l c where we use Lemma 3. 0 
So the evaluation relation $ c T x C can be split up into a family of relations such 
that a relation 4~ c T, x CA is given for each type A. 
Proposition 6 (Determinacy). If u JJ c and u J.!- d then c = d. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of u JJ c. q 
3. The categorical picture 
3. I. Linear categories 
In what follows, we need the notion of a categorical model for intuitionistic linear 
logic as defined in [3]. This categorical model was introduced to repair a deficiency 
of the model for intuitionistic linear logic given in [24]; namely that interpretation of 
proofs is not necessarily is preserved by normalisation. Later on, the ramifications of 
the work presented in [3] is spelled out in details in [4]. 
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Definition 7. A linear category is a symmetric monoidal closed category (V,Z, @, -) 
equipped with: 
l A symmetric monoidal comonad (!,E, h,ml,m). 
l Monoidal natural transformations e : !( - ) + I and d :!(-) A!(-)@!(-) such that 
- eA and dA are maps of coalgebras, 
- eA and dA give the free coalgebra (!A, 6) structure of a cocommutative comonoid, 
- maps between free coalgebras are maps between cocommutative comonoids. 
The assumption that the comonad is symmetric monoidal means that ! is a symmetric 
monoidal fknctor and E and 6 are monoidal natural transformations. When assuming 
the natural transformations e and d to be monoidal, we are assuming the functors I and 
!(-)@!( -) to have the obvious monoidal structure induced by the monoidal structure 
on !. It can be shown that (Z,mi) and (!A@!A,(6A @ 3,4);m!A,!A) are coalgebras. The 
assumption that eA is a map of coalgebras amounts to eA being a map from (!A, 6A) 
to (I,rn~), and the assumption that dA is a map of coalgebras amounts to dA being 
a map from (!A,dA) to (!A@!A,(L?A @?jA);m!A,!A). We can define a generalised coKleisli 
operator in a linear category [3]. 
Definition 8. Given a map f : !A, @. . . @!A, + B in a linear category, we define r(f) 
to be the composite 
!A, 8 -. . @!A, 
6a, @3.~@6Am 
-!!A’@,..c3!!A” 
m,. .A, 
- !(!A, @. . . @!A,) x !B. 
In case n = 1 this definition is consistent with the usual coKleisli operator. 
We will now add structure to the notion of a linear category to model the linear 
fixpoint constant in a way that enables us to get soundness and adequacy results. First 
a couple of conventions. A POSet-enriched (CPO-enriched) category %? is a category 
where each horn-set g(A,B) is equipped with a POSet (CPO) such that each func- 
tion 
(->;(+): %(A,B) x V(B,C) --f %?(A,C) 
is monotone (continuous). A POSet-enriched (CPO-enriched) functor F between POSet- 
enriched (CPO-enriched) categories g and $9 is a functor between the underlying cat- 
egories such that each function 
F : %(A, B) + 9(FA, FB) 
is monotone (continuous). This is sufficient enriched category theory for our purpose; 
an introduction to the topic can, however, be found in [21]. We now need a small 
convention: Given a map g : !B -+ B we define a map g” : !B + B for every number n 
by stipulating go = E and gnt’ = y(g”); g. The map g” is simply IZ iterations of g 
considered as a map in the Kleisli category. 
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Definition 9. A linear category is pointed iff it is equipped with a map IA : I + A for 
each object A such that 1~; h =Is for any map h : A + B. A rational linear category 
is a pointed linear category which is POSet-enriched as a linear category such that for 
every object A it is the case that 
l the map IA is least 
l for every map f : !A + A the increasing chain {y(l); f”}nEw has a least upper 
bound f' with the property that for any map g : !A -+ D the map y( f “); g is a least 
upper bound for the increasing chain { y(y( I); f” ); g}nEw. 
This is a linear version of the notion of a rational Cartesian closed category [2]. 
Note that we get a rational linear category by assuming that a linear category is 
CPO-enriched such that -LA; h =-LB for any map h : A 4 B, where -LA and Is 
are the bottom elements of @?(I, A) and G??(I,B), respectively. However, the converse 
does not hold in general; the difference is that CPO-enrichment assumes the exis- 
tence of least upper bounds of arbitrary directed subsets whereas only certain di- 
rected subsets are assumed to have least upper bounds in a rational linear 
category. 
3.2. A notion of undejinedness 
This subsection shows that we have a notion of undefinednes in a pointed linear 
category, by which we understand a family of maps 1,~ : A + B satisfying certain 
equational properties, namely the conclusions of Propositions 1 l-l 3. 
Definition 10. Let 5% be a pointed linear category. For any pair of objects A and B we 
define a map l_~,s : A + B as 
Proposition 11. Let GF? be a pointed linear category. We have lA,B; f =&C for any 
map f :B+C. 
Proof. Let a map f : B + C be given. We have 
= lA,C 0 
Proposition 12. Let V be a pointed linear category. We have f; &,C=lA,C for any 
map f :A-+B. 
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Proof. Let a map f : A --+ B be given. We have 
f; I&C = f; 2; 2-‘(ls+c> 
= g;i-‘(IB+c; (f 4 C)) 
= E$‘(IA*C) 
= lA,C 0 
Proposition 13. Let %? be a pointed linear category. We have IA,B @f =IABc,B~D 
and f@ IA,B=Ic~,~,J~B~oY anymap f: C --tD. 
Proof. Let a map f : C + D be given. Consider the map 
eunl@,f 
(A+B)@(A@C)“((A*B)@A)@C-B@D. 
Some equational manipulation shows that ‘h @f l = rhl; l(E’; (evaZ@ f)) for any map 
h : A -+ B, and thus, 
which entails that 1,~ @f =-LABC,JQID. 0 
It should be remarked that the presence of a zero object (an object which is both 
initial and terminal) in a linear category - an assumption put forward in [ 131 - also 
induces a notion of undefinedness in the above mentioned sense. It is straightforward 
to see that the two approaches coincide whenever a zero object is present in a pointed 
linear category. 
3.3. Linear jixpoints 
Fixpoints in a categorical context were originally introduced in [14]. In this article 
a fixpoint of a map f : A -+ A in a category with a terminal object is defined to be a 
map f t : 1 + A with the property that f t = ft; f. By considering appropriate linear 
categories, we see that we cannot expect to have non-trivial fixpoints in this sense. 
But it turns out that the induced categories of coalgebras do have non-trivial fixpoints, 
which motivates the following definition. 
Definition 14. Let V be a linear category. A map h : Z + B is a linear jixpoint of a 
map f : !B -+ B iff the diagram 
y(h) 
I- !B 
f 
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commutes. A linear jixpoint operator for an object B is an operation on maps 
(-);:%(!B,B) + 92(&B) 
such that ,f” is a linear fixpoint of f for any map f : !B ---f B. 
It can be shown that linear fixpoints in the linear category category %’ corresponds 
to fixpoints in the category of coalgebras [5]. 
Proposition 15. Any rational linear category V has a linear jixpoint operator for 
each object. 
Proof. Let a map f : !B -+ B be given. The increasing chain {y(l); f”},,Eo has a least 
upper bound f”, and moreover, y(f”); f is a least upper bound for the increasing chain 
{y(y(l); f”); f}nEo. But the increasing chains {y(l); fn}nEw and {y(l); fn-tl}nEo, 
have the same upper bounds, so f A = y( f *); f. 0 
Now, the closed structure enables us to intemalise the notion of a linear fixpoint 
operator. 
Definition 16. An internal linear jixpoint operator for an object B in a linear cate- 
gory 97 is a map Ya : !( !B - B) + B such that the diagram 
d 
!(!B+B) A !(!B - B)@!(!B -B) 
1 
Y 
1 8 @ Y(Y) 
rval 
B - (!B - B)@!B 
commute. 
Proposition 17. A linear Jixpoint operator in a linear category V induces an internal 
linear jixpoint operator. 
Proof. Assume that %? has a linear fixpoint operator (-)“. We can in any linear cate- 
gory define a map 
K : !(!(!B 4 B) 4 B) -+!(!B --i) B) 4 B 
with the property that the diagram 
y(‘k7) l.(!(!B-oB)-oB) 
‘d; (E 63 y(k)): eua17 
\ I K 
!(!BdB)--oB 
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commutes for any map k : !(!B --o B) --f B. This entails that rkl is a linear fixpoint 
for K iff k = d; (E @ y(k)); eual. We now define the internal linear fixpoint operator 
Y : !(!B -J B) 4 B by the equation rYl = K”; hence Y = d; (E @ y(Y)); eval. 0 
4. Categorical semantics 
4.1. The connection to denotational semantics 
In denotational semantics, a type A is traditionally interpreted as a set [A] with 
a certain structure. A term u of type A with free variables xi,. . . ,x, of respective types 
Ai,. . . ,A, is then interpreted as a structure-preserving function [uJ from [Ai] x . . . x [An] 
to [A]. In particular, if u is closed, then the interpretation is a point in [A]. For example, 
in [23, 193, terms of PCF are interpreted as continuous functions between appropriate 
CPOs. One wants the denotational semantics to have certain properties with respect 
to the operational semantics. Firstly, it has to be sound, that is, evaluation has to 
preserve the denotation, and secondly, the denotational and operational semantics has 
to agree with respect to convergence/divergence behaviour; this is called adequacy. 
For example, a PCF-program may diverge because of recursion, so one wants this to 
be reflected in the denotational semantics: A program ought to converge if and only if 
it is interpreted as a non-bottom element in the relevant CPO. 
We will not give an explicit concrete denotational semantics of the linear I-calculus 
with recursion here, but instead give a categorical semantics, defined with the above- 
mentioned goals in mind. It then follows that any concrete category satisfying the 
assumptions of the categorical model induce a sound and adequate denotational se- 
mantics. The categorical semantics adheres to the following fundamental ideas of the 
categorical treatment of proof-theory: 
l Formulas (that is, types) are interpreted as objects, 
l proof-rules (that is, rules for assignment of types to terms) are interpreted as natural 
operations on maps, 
l proofs (that is, typable terms) are interpreted as maps. 
If we compare the linear A-calculus with recursion equipped with the operational 
semantics given in the previous section to the system given in [3], there is an im- 
portant difference: The first system has diverging terms, the second system does not. 
We therefore need additional categorical machinery to model convergence/divergence 
behaviour as we are interested in an adequacy result. 
4.2. DeJinition of the categorical semantics 
This section introduces a categorical interpretation of the linear &calculus with re- 
cursion. Given a rational linear category, we can interpret types as objects, typing 
rules as natural operations on arrows, and derivations of type assignments as maps. 
A derivable sequent 
Xl :A I,...,% :A,tu:B 
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is interpreted as a map 
by induction in its derivation using the appropriate operations on arrows induced by the 
categorical assumptions, cf. below. In what follows, the [ - ] brackets will be omitted 
when appropriate. 
l The derivation 
x:Atx:A 
is interpreted as 
A%A 
l The derivation 
T,x:A,y:B,Atu:C 
r,y:B,x:A,Atu:C 
is interpreted as 
T@A@B@A:C 
r@B@A@Adr@A@B@AdC 
l The derivation 
t*:z 
is interpreted as 
IL 
l The derivation 
AFIV:Z Ttu:A 
CAtletwbe * inu:A 
is interpreted as 
n-11;z T3A 
r~Ar2r~zzr5A 
l The derivation 
rt-u:A Atv:B 
T,Atu@v:A@B 
is interpreted as 
T$A A:B 
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l The derivation 
Atw:A@B l-,x : A,y : B I- u : C 
CAI-letwbex@yinu:C 
is interpreted as 
AsA@B l-@A@B:C 
l The derivation 
is interpreted as 
r8AA-t: 
r3A-B 
l The derivation 
AFf:A+B AFu:A 
A,Ak fu:B 
is interpreted as 
f 
A+A-oB A:A 
l The derivation 
r, k Wl : !Al,. . .) r, t w, : !A, x1 :!Al,...,x,:!A,ku:B 
h..., r,kpromote wl ,..., w, forxl,..., x, inu:!B 
is interpreted as 
r, 1 !A ,,..., r, 1!A, !A, @ . ..@!A. : B 
l The derivation 
A k u : !A 
A F derelict(u) : A 
is interpreted as 
A : !A 
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l The derivation 
‘4 F W : !A r,x : !A, y : !A t 24 : B 
CAFcopy w asx,y in u:B 
is interpreted as 
n Y !A f@!A@!A -I: B 
r g A r- Z-@!A 9 T@!A@!A : B 
l The derivation 
n t w : !A Tku:B 
F,AFdiscard w in u:B 
is interpreted as 
n : !A l-J+B 
l The derivation 
is interpreted as 
l The derivation 
t Y, : !(!A -4 ‘4) -A 
is interpreted as 
z 2 !(!A -0 A) - A 
using the internal linear fixpoint operator induced by the rational structure, cf. 
Propositions 15 and 17. 
Note that the derivation of the sequent is uniquely determined up to permutation 
of assumptions, Proposition 2, so it makes sense to speak of the interpretation of a 
derivable sequent without mentioning its derivation explicitly. It can be shown that the 
operations on arrows induced by the typing rules are natural in the interpretation of the 
unchanged components of the sequents. It should be mentioned that the interpretation 
of the linear i-calculus stems from [3], whereas the interpretation of the linear fixpoint 
operator is new. 
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4.3. Some properties of the categorical semantics 
The following extension of Lemma 3 essentially says that substitution corresponds 
to composition. 
Lemma 18 (Substitution Property). Zf the sequents I- k u : A and A,x : A,A k u : B 
are derivable and the variables in the contexts r and A, A are pairwise distinct, then 
the sequent A,T, A t- v[u/x] : B is also derivable with the interpretation 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of A,x : A, A t v : B. All cases except the Axiom 
case are covered by the observation that the operations on arrows induced by the typing 
rules are natural in the interpretation of the unchanged components of the left-hand 
sides of the sequents. The Axiom case is trivial. 0 
Theorem 19 (Soundness). Given a closed term u such that u 4.L c, then [uj = [cl. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of u JJ c where we use Lemma IS. Note that the 
evaluation rule for the linear fixpoint operator preserves the interpretation because it is 
essentially a syntactic restatement of the defining equation for an internal linear fixpoint 
operator, Definition 16. 0 
5. The generalised linear I-calculus with recursion 
5.1. Syntax 
We will in this section introduce what we have called the generalised linear i-calculus 
with recursion. The discovery of this system is due to technical reasons; it enables us 
to prove the adequacy result of the next section, and moreover, it will enable us to 
state and prove an unwinding theorem later on. We believe that the system obtained by 
disregarding recursion is of independent interest from a logical point of view because 
it is in certain respects similar to the variants of Girard’s Logic of Unity [9] considered 
in [26,20]. The extent to which this belief is true is to be determined by further work. 
The types and terms of the generalised linear J.-calculus with recursion are the same 
as for the linear A-calculus with recursion, but the rules for type assignment are more 
general; they have two contexts instead of one. The two contexts of a sequent are 
separated by a semicolon. Rules for assignment of types to terms are given in Fig. 4; 
they consist of the rules of the linear ;l-calculus with recursion extended with an extra 
context dealt with in an additive fashion, and furthermore, there is an extra axiom. 
Type assignments thus have the form of sequents 
xl:A ,,..., x,:A,;yl:B ,,..., y,:B,ku:C 
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C;x:Atx:A x,: Al ,..., x,: A,;t xq: A, 
C;I-,x:A,y:B,Atu:C 
C;r,y:B,x:A,Atu:C 
C;,dbw:I C;rb-u:: 
c;t*:I C;r,Atletwbe * inu:A 
C;rku:A C;Atu:B C;Atw:A@B C;r,x:A,y:Btu:C 
C;r,Abu@v:A@B C; F’, A k let w be x 8 y in u : C 
C;r,x : A k u : B C;Atj:A+B C;Atu:A 
C;rtXs”.u:A-B C;A,Atfu: B 
C; I-, t w, :!A1, , C; r, k wn :!A,, C; x1 :!Al, . . . . x, :!A, t u : B 
C; rl, . . . . rn t promote ZU,, .. . . ‘w, for q, . . . . I, in u :!B 
C;Atu:!B 
C; A t derelict(u) : B 
C;Atw:!A C;r,x:!A,y:!Abu:B C;Atw:!A C;Ti-u:B 
C; r, A t COPY w a~ 5,~ in ?I : B C; r, A t discard u in u : B 
C;tRA:A C; t YA :!(!A - A) 4 A 
Fig. 4. Generalised type assignment rules 
where XI,. . ,x,, ~1, .. . , y, are pairwise distinct variables. It can be shown by induction 
in the derivation of the type assignment that 
FV(u) - {XI,...,&) = {Yl,...,Y,} 
and 
FV(u) - {Yl, . . ..Ym)C{~l....,&} 
The variables occurring on the left-hand side of the semicolon are called intuitionistic 
variables and the variables occurring on the right-hand side of the semicolon are called 
linear variables. Correspondingly, the context on the left-hand side of the semicolon is 
called the intuitionistic ontext and the context on the right-hand side of the semicolon 
is called the linear context. Note that an intuitionistic variable cannot be bound. It is 
straightforward to check that the generalised linear A-calculus with recursion indeed 
is a generalisation of the linear I-calculus with recursion in the sense that a sequent 
r t- u : A is derivable iff the sequent ; r k u : A is derivable. 
The role of the intuitionistic context is best explained by looking at an example: 
Consider the term 
promote for in Y, 
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which is typable in the linear A-calculus with recursion as follows: 
k YA:!(!A +A)-oA 
F promote for in YA : !(!(!A 4 A) 4 A) 
It is also typable in the generalised linear ,?-calculus with recursion as follows: 
; t- Y, : !(!A --o A) - A 
; t- promote for in YA : !(!(!A 4 A) 4 A) 
We want to express this term as the result of substituting the linear fixpoint constant Y 
for a free variable in a suitable term where the linear fixpoint constant does not occur. 
The only choice of term 
promote for in x 
is, however, not typable in the linear A-calculus with recursion, but it is typable in the 
generalised linear A-calculus with recursion as follows: 
x : !(!A 4 A) 4 A; t- promote for in x : !(!(!A 4 A) 4 A) 
Note that the variable x is an intuitionistic variable. Such situations are taken care of 
by Lemma 25 below which is dealing with the “inverse” to substitution. So such a 
result is available for the generalised linear i-calculus with recursion, but not for the 
linear A-calculus with recursion. 
The following properties are satisfied. 
Lemma 20. If the sequent .T; r k u : A is derivable, then for any derivable sequent 
z; S t u : B, where the context S is a permutation of the context K we have A = B. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of C; r F u : A. 0 
Proposition 21. Zf the sequent C; r k u : A is derivable, then the first rule instance 
above the sequent which is different from an instance of the Exchange rule is uniquely 
determined up to permutation of the context r. 
Proof. Use Lemma 20 to check each case. q 
We need a small lemma dealing with expansion of intuitionistic contexts. 
Lemma 22. If the sequent C, 0; A I- u : A is derivable and the variables in the contexts 
C, 0; A and @ are pairwise distinct, then the sequent C, CD, 0; A F u : A is derivable 
too. 
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Proof. Induction in the derivation of C, 0; n F u : A. 0 
The Substitution Property now splits up into two cases; one for each kind of vari- 
ables. 
Lemma 23 (Linear Substitution Property). Zf the sequents ,E; Z t- u : A and C; ZZ,x : A, 
A t v: B are derivable and the variables in the contexts Z and ZZ, A are pairwise 
distinct, then the sequent C; ZZ, Z, A t v[u/x] : B is derivable too. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of C; ZZ,x : A, A t v : B. We use Lemma 22. 0 
Lemma 24 (Intuitionistic Substitution Property). Zf the sequents C; t u : A and C,x : A, 
0; A k v : B are derivable, then the sequent C, 0; A F v[u/x] : B is derivable too. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of .X,x : A, 0; A k v : B. We need Lemma 22 for the 
case where the derivation is an axiom 
xl :Al,... ,x,:A,;~xq:Aq 
such that the variable x is equal to xq. 0 
The following lemma is dealing with the “inverse” to substitution. Recall that v[x/u] 
denotes the term v where inductively all occurrences of the term u have been replaced 
by the variable x. 
Lemma 25. Zf the sequents C; t- u :A and C, 0; A t v: B are derivable, then the 
sequent C,x: A, 0; A t v[x/u] : B is derivable too where x is a variable not occurring 
in the sequent C, 0; A t v : B. 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of C, 0; A k v : B. 0 
5.2. Categorical semantics 
Given a rational linear category we are able to interpret the generalised linear 
i-calculus with recursion; types are interpreted as objects, typing rules as natural 
operations on arrows, and derivations of type assignments as maps. A derivable sequent 
xl :A ,,..., x,:A,;y, :B ,,..., y,:B, I-u:C 
is interpreted as a map 
by induction in its derivation using appropriate operations on arrows induced by the 
categorical model. Note that !A, 63 . . . @!A, is the underlying object of the coalgebra 
(!A,,@ 8 .‘. 8 (!A,,, 6), this gives us projection maps 
(!AI,~)@...@(!A,,~) 2 (!A,,@ 
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together with a diagonal map 
and a map 
to the terminal object all living in the category of coalgebras. We use these maps to give 
operations on maps corresponding to the typing rules of the generalised linear A-calculus 
with recursion. We consider only two cases, the operations on arrows corresponding 
to the other typing rules are straightforward extensions of the operations on arrows 
induced by the typing rules for the linear A-calculus with recursion where we make 
use of the above-mentioned diagonal map together with the map to the terminal object. 
l The derivation 
x1 :A,,...,xn:A,;t-xq:Aq 
is interpreted as 
!A, @ . . @!A, Ity !A, 2 ‘4, 
where IX y : !A, @ . . . @!A, +!A, is the projection map in the category of coalgebras. 
l We will now consider the derivation 
C;r,Ew,:!A] ,..., C;r,tw,:!A, C;xl:!Ar )..., x,:!A,tu:B 
c;r, ,..., r, t promote WI ,..., w, for xi ,..., x, in u:!B 
We only look a special case which easily can be generalised to the case above. The 
derivation 
E;TFw:!A Z;x:!AEu:B 
C; r E promote w for x in II : !B 
is interpreted as 
Z@r&!A C@!A&B 
where A : C + Z @ C is the diagonal map in the category of coalgebras. 
It can be shown that the operations on arrows induced by the typing rules are natural 
in the interpretation of the unchanged components of the linear contexts of the sequents, 
and moreover, they are natural in the interpretation of the unchanged components of 
the intuitionistic contexts of the sequents with respect to maps of coalgebras. Note that 
the categorical interpretation of the generalised linear A-calculus with recursion is a 
generalisation of the categorical interpretation of the linear A-calculus with recursion in 
the sense that the interpretation of the sequent r t- u : A coincides with the interpretation 
of the sequent ; r k u : A. The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 22. 
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Lemma 26. If the sequent Z, 0; A F u : A is derivable and the variables in the contexts 
C, 0; A and Qi are pairwise distinct, then the sequent C,@, 0; A k u : A is derivable 
too with the interpretation 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of C, 0; A t- u : A. We use the observation that the 
operations on arrows induced by the typing rules are natural in the interpretation of 
the unchanged components of the intuitionistic contexts of the sequents with respect 
to maps of coalgebras. 0 
We shall now consider extensions of the two substitution lemmas where the inter- 
pretation is taken into account. For simplicity, we have restricted the extensions to 
deal with substitution of closed terms; this is what is needed later on. Non-restricted 
versions can be found in [6]. The following extension of (a special case of) Lemma 23 
essentially says that substitution with respect to linear variables corresponds to com- 
position: 
Lemma 27 (Linear Substitution Property). Zf the sequents ; k u : A and ; Il,x : A, 
A t v: B are derivable, then the sequent ;Il, A t v[u/x] : B is derivable too with 
the interpretation 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of ; 17,x : A, A t v : B. We use the observation that 
the operations on arrows induced by the typing rules are natural in the interpretation 
of the unchanged components of the linear contexts of the sequents. 0 
The following extension of (a special case of) Lemma 24 essentially says that substi- 
tution with respect to intuitionistic variables corresponds to composition in the category 
of coalgebras. 
Lemma 28 (Intuitionistic Substitution). Zf the sequents ; t u : A and x : A, 0; A t v : B 
are derivable, then the sequent 0; A F v[u/x] : B is derivable too with the interpreta- 
tion 
Proof. Induction in the derivation of x: A, 0; A k v: B. We use the observation that 
the operations on arrows induced by the typing rules are natural in the interpretation 
of the unchanged components of the intuitionistic contexts of the sequents with respect 
to maps of coalgebras. 0 
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6. Adequacy 
In this section we will show how to obtain an adequacy result by interpreting the 
linear L-calculus with recursion in a rational linear category. To prove adequacy, we 
will use the fact that the interpretation of the linear fixpoint operator is the least upper 
bound of a certain increasing chain of maps. We use the standard technique of logical 
relations which originally was introduced in [ 181. 
Definition 29. For each type A the binary logical relations 
<; G(q(I,A) - (1)) x CA <A c g(l,A) x TA 
are defined by induction in the structure of A. The relation <j is defined as 
f" <I * iff f = id 
f Gmc d @e iff 3g E %?(I,B).Yh E %?(I,c). 
f==;(g@h)Ag<;dAh<;e 
f G-4 k.u iff Vg E %?(I,B).Vc E CB. 
g<;c *Z’;(f G3g);euaZ~cu[c/x] 
f <& promote C for X in u iff f; 6 = ml; ! f A f; E +u[F/T] 
and the relation <A is defined as 
f<Az4iff f #I*3cECA.uJ.lc/\f<~c 
Note that f <i c entails f + c because c J,L c for any canonical term c. The equation 
f; 6 = mt; ! f in the ! case simply says that f is a map of coalgebras. 
Note that in the following lemma the term u is assumed not to contain any occur- 
rences of the linear fixpoint constant. Also note that such a restriction is not imposed 
on the ri and sj terms. 
Lemma 30. Assume that C denotes a context x1 : Al,. . . ,x, : A,, and r denotes a con- 
text y1 : B1, . . . , y,,, : B, and consider a derivable sequent 
of generalised the linear 3,-calculus with recursion such that the term u does not 
contain any occurrences of the linear jxpoint constant. Assume that for each i E 
{L..., n} we have a map fi :I + Ai and a closed term ri of type Ai such that 
f i<A, ri, and similarly, assume that for each j E { 1,. . . , m} we have a map 4 : I + Bj 
and a closed term sj of type Bj such that lj <B,sj. We then have 
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where the map pp;r is defined as 
using the maps px and pr dejined as 
r(f1)@‘..%J(f,) 
zrz@...@z , !A1 @ . . . @!A, 
and 
11@,.,@1, 
IrI@...@I -B, @...@B, 
respectively. 
Proof. We proceed by induction in the derivation of the sequent. The substitution 
[F/F] is denoted or, the substitution [Z/y] is denoted CT~ and the substitution ozor is 
denoted ~r;r. We consider only a couple of illustrative cases. Note that since the term 
u is assumed to be without occurrences of the linear fixpoint constant, there is no case 
for that situation. 
l In the case 
C;l-I-u.A C;AFv:B 
Z;r,A k u@v:A@B 
we have to show 
It can be shown that 
Assume pz;r,~;l[u @v] #I. We then have p~;r;[u] #I and ~~;~;l[v] #I, which 
cf. the induction hypothesis entails that u~r;r V_ d and u(T~;~ 4 e for some canonical 
term d and e such that pg r; [u] =$id and pzid; [v] <ie. We then get 
aQ;r U d urn;;; 4 e 
(u @ uh;T,A 4 a’ @e 
such that pz;~,~;[a@v]<i~~d Be. 
l In the case 
C;AFw:A@B C;T,x:A,y:Bku:C 
C;r,,4Fletwbex@yinu:C 
we have to show 
pz;r,n;([let w be x @ y in U]I$&t w be x 8 y in ~)a~,~~. 
It can be shown that 
pr;r,n;I[lct w be X@_Y in U]=~;(p~;r~(p~;n;([w]));IIU]. 
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Assume gz;r,,t;[let w be x @ y in U] #L We then have pxin;[w] #I, which cf. 
the induction hypothesis entails that WU~;” J,J d @J e for some canonical term d @ e 
such that pz; A; [w] <&r d @ e. This entails that grin; [w] = g; (g @ h) for some maps 
g and h such that g <:d and h <ge. We thus have 
which cf. the induction hypothesis entails that ucrz;r[d, e/x, y] 4 c for some canonical 
term c such that 
We then get 
(let w be x @ y in u)crr;~n JJ c 
such that g~;r,n; [let w be x IE y in u] +. 0 
Lemma 31. For every type A and number n we have y(_L);K,” ~!~!A~A~~AYA. 
Proof. Recall that KA is the map from the proof of Proposition 17. We proceed by 
induction on n. The assertion is clearly true in case n = 0. Assume that the assertion 
is true for an arbitrary number n, and assume that y(l); K”+l #I. We then have to 
show that 
nf. copy f as f’, f” in (derelict(f’)pro f” for f”’ in (Yf”‘)). 
So assume we are given a map g : I 4!(!A -J A) and a canonical term 
d = promote C for Z in u 
such that g <g!A_Aj d. Note that this entails that g is a map of coalgebras and 
-- 
g; E <!A ,Au[c/x]. We then have to show that 
E; ((y(l); K”+‘) 63 g); eVd <Ad’ (1) 
where 
d’ = copy d as f ', f" in (derelict(f’)pro f” for f”’ in (Yf”‘)). 
So assume F; ((y(l); K"+' ) 18 g); eval #I. We have 
y(l); K”+l = ‘d; (E @ y(‘y(l); K”l-I)); evaP 
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cf. the proof of Proposition 17, so we get 
2; ((y(l);K”+‘) 63 g);eoaZ = g; (rd;(~ 123 y(‘y(l);K”l-‘));evaZl C3 g);eval 
= %; ((g; E) 123 y(g; ry(l);K”l-‘)); eval 
= S; ((g; E) I% y(Z’; ((y(I);K”) @ g); end)); euul 
which entails that g; E fl and y(E;((y(l);K”) @ g);evuZ) #I. Note that g;a #l- 
-- 
entails u[c/x] J. ly . t for some canonical term ly . t such that g; E <pA dAAy. t. 
We now want to show that 
y(% ((y(l); K”) @ 9); eml) =@” (2) 
where 
d” = promote d for f”’ in (Yf”‘) 
which amounts to 
Z; ((y(-L);K”) @ g); evul + Yd. (3) 
But 2; ((y(l);K”) @ g); eval fl entails that y(_L);K” fl and thus according to the 
induction hypothesis 
YUwq, -oA)+_A 
Af . copy f as f’, f” in (derelict (f’)promote f” for f”’ in (Yf”‘)) 
which entails that 
s’; ((y(-L);K”) @ g); euul +d’ 
because g $$A _,Aj d so we get d’ Jj c for some canonical term c and thus Yd J,!- c such 
that %; ((y(l); K”) @ g); euul d:c and therefore (3), so we conclude (2). 
Now, (2) entails 
“; ((9; E) @ y(% ((y(l); K”) @ g); euul)); evul +t[d”/yl 
because g; E <& _AAy. t. But we have shown that 
E; ((g; E) 8 y(r; ((y(l); K”) @I g); euul)); euul = g; ((y(l); K”+‘) @ g); evul 
and we assume E; ((y(l); K”+l ) 89); euaZ #I so t[d’ly] 4 e for some canonical term 
e such that 
2; ((y(l); K”+‘) IE g); evul <je. (4) 
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By putting together the derivations obtained under the assumption that E’; ((y(l); K”+’ ) 
~3 g); eval #l_ we get the derivation 
dud -- de/xl 4 AY. t 
derelict(d) & 3,~. t d” J.l d” f[d”/yl4 e 
dUd derelict(d)d” A,l. e
copy d as f:f” in (derelict(f’)pro f” for f”’ in (Yf”‘)) .& e 
which together with (4) entails (1). 0 
Note that Theorem 32 below reveals information about how the semantics is related 
to convergence/divergence behaviour at any type, that is, [luj fl entails that u AJ 
whichever type the term u has. 
Theorem 32. Zf u is a closed term of type B then [u] f-L entails that u 4. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 25 to the derivable sequent ; t- u : B of generalised the linear 
A-calculus with recursion and obtain a derivable sequent 
zt:!(!At -OA1)-oA,,...,z,:!(!A,~A,)-oA,;~u’:C 
of generalised the linear A-calculus with recursion such that 
U = U’[&,). . .) yA,/Zl,. . ,z,] 
and such that the term u’ does not contain any occurrences of the linear fixpoint 
constant. Note that only a special case of Lemma 25 is used where a constant, namely 
the linear fixpoint constant, is replaced by a variable. But 
[u’[yA,,... 3 yA,h,~~~ AI11 = 2; (r(l[&,11) @ . . . @ Y(uyA,I)); p’n 
and for each i E {l,..., IZ} we have I[&,] = Kj, so there exist numbers ~1,. . . , pn such 
that 
=; (Y(Y(W$ ) @ . . .@ IO(~); Kc )I; @‘I #l 
cf. rationality. But for each i E { 1,. . . , n} it is the case that 
~(l);K,q’ =G(A,=M,)+A, r,t 
cf. Lemma 3 1, which entails that 
s; (y(y(-L); K;!') @ . . . ~y(y(l);K,q:));Uu'll~~~'[YA,,...,YA,/~l,... ,znl 
cf. Lemma 30. We conclude that u Jl cf. the definition of $B. 0 
We are finally able to state a result expressing that the categorical interpretation is 
adequate with respect to the operational semantics. 
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Theorem 33 (Adequacy). Assume that II #idl. Given a closed term u of type I, then 
lul #I sff u 4. 
Proof. Theorems 32 and 19. 0 
7. Concrete models 
7.1. CPOs and strict continuous functions 
An example of a linear category is the category of CPOs and strict continuous 
functions. A CPO is a partial order with the property that each directed subset has a 
least upper bound. Note that this entails that a CPO has a bottom element. A monotone 
function between CPOs is continuous if it preserves the least upper bound of any non- 
empty directed subset, and it is strict if it preserves the bottom element. The symmetric 
monoidal structure is given by the smash product, the internal-horn of two objects 
is given by the set of strict continuous functions with the pointwise order, and the 
comonad is given by the lift operation. 
The linear category of CPOs and strict continuous functions is CPO-enriched when 
considering the pointwise orders on the horn-sets, and moreover, 1~; h =l.e for any 
map h : A + B, so we conclude that we have a rational linear category. 
It should be mentioned that the category of CPOs and strict continuous functions is 
actually a model for intuitionistic relevant logic in the sense of [12]. 
7.2. dI domains and linear stable functions 
The category of d1 domains and linear stable functions is a linear category. We will 
first define a d1 domain. Let (D, C) be a non-empty POSet such that every finitely 
bounded subset X has a least upper bound LIX where a subset X is finitely bounded 
iff every finite subset of X has an upper bound. This entails that D has a bottom 
element, and moreover, every non-empty subset X has a greatest lower bound which 
we will denote by flX. A prime element of D is an element d such that 
for any finitely bounded subset X. We will denote the set of prime elements of D 
by Dp. The POSet D is prime algebraic iff 
Vd E D.d = u{d’ E D,ld’ Ed)} 
A jinite element of D is an element d such that 
dLUX+3xEX,dCx 
for any non-empty directed subset X. We will denote the set of finite elements of 
D by D,. The POSet D is jinitary iff 
Vd E D,. I{d’ E Did’ & d}l < 00. 
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The POSet D is a dI domain if it is prime algebraic and finitary. A monotone function 
f between d1 domains is stable iff f(flX) = n{ f(x) 1 x E X} for any non-empty 
finitely bounded subset X, and it is linear iff ~(LIX) = U{ f(x) 1 x E X} for any 
finitely bounded subset X. The trace tr(f) of a linear stable function f : D + E is 
a subset of Dp x Ep defined as 
{(d,e) E Dp x Eple C f(d)/\Vd’ rZ d.(e L f(d’) + d = d’)}. 
In what follows, X t means that the subset X has an upper bound. The tensor product 
D @E of two d1 domains D and E is defined as 
{t 2 Dp x Ep17cl(t)  A n*(t) t it is down-closed} 
ordered by inclusion. The unit I is defined to be the dI domain with two elements. 
We define the internal-horn D - E as 
{@(f)lf :D + E} 
ordered by inclusion. This is called the stable order. The d1 domain !D is defined as 
{t C D, (t t A t is down-closed} 
ordered by inclusion. 
The linear category of dI domains and linear stable functions is CPO-enriched when 
considering the stable orders on the horn-sets, and moreover, 1.4; h =Is for any map 
h : A + B, so we conclude that we have a rational linear category. 
8. Unwinding 
The adequacy result can be used to prove non-trivial syntactic properties of the linear 
i-calculus extended with recursion in the presence of an appropriate model. We shall 
here give an unwinding theorem which establishes a relation between the linear fixpoint 
constant Y and its unwindings. Note how the statement and proof of the theorem hinges 
crucially on the presence of intuitionistic variables. We first need a convention: For 
any type A we define a closed term Y$ of type !(!A 4 A) 4 A for every number n by 
the stipulations 
Y0 = Q 
Y ‘+’ = 2f. copy f as g, h in (derelict(g)prom h for k in (Y”k)) 
The terms Y” are called unwindings of the linear fixpoint constant Y. It can be shown 
by a small induction proof that [Yn] = y(l); K” where K is the map from the proof 
of Proposition 17. 
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Theorem 34 (Unwinding). Zf t is a term of type Z with one free intuitionistic variable 
z of type !(!A - A) - A and no free linear variables then 
t[Y/z] JJ * 3n E w. t[Y”/z] JJ. . 
Proof. In what follows, we will interpret the linear I-calculus with recursion in the 
category of CPOs and strict continuous functions; this is a rational linear category as is 
made clear in the previous section. We then have t[Y/z] J.l iff [t[Y/z]j #_L cf. adequacy. 
But [t[Y/z]]l is a least upper bound for the increasing chain {[t[Yn/~]]},E o because 
[t[Y/z]] = y(K”);[t] and [t[Yn]l = y(y(l);K”);[t] cf. the remark above, so [t[Y/z]l #J_ 
iff there exists a number n such that [t[m/z]] #I, that is, iff there exist a number 12 
such that t[Y”/z] 4 cf. adequacy. 0 
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